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Wharfedale ELYSIAN is a new flagship loudspeaker series that 
pushes the boundaries of capability and performance from a speaker 
at this price-point.

A genuine example of luxury audio, ELYSIAN offers indulgence in 
design, materials aesthetic and performance. A thorough and no 
compromise approach has lead the Wharfedale engineers to create a 
benchmark in affordable, audiophile-grade luxury loudspeakers. 
Cutting edge design and class-leading technology are combined to 
deliver musical reproduction that will proudly challenge the world’s 
finest loudspeakers.

From the genuine Piano-Lacquer finished cabinet, created with details 
of true craftsmanship, through to the AMT (Air Motion Transformer) 
high frequency transducers and European manufactured bass drivers, 
ELYSIAN represents a new standard in the world of home audio 
experiences.

The resultant sound, from the finely balanced driver selection and 
expert crossover design, matches the pristine design with a degree of 
natural transparency that will leave you breathless.

One for the connoisseur and one for the history books, ELYSIAN will 
leave you questioning, how is this possible in this price-class?

ELYSIAN is truly an audio engineering work of art. 

LEGACY AND FUTURE
ELYSIAN  is founded upon all of the groundbreaking research and 
development that helped Wharfedale become what it is today. This 
rich history, combined with cutting-edge technology and moderns 
ideas on speaker design helps create this new benchmark is 
affordable, luxury audio.

NEVER SEEN BEFORE
The driver configuration of ELYSIAN is truly unique and exceeds that 
of any rival speaker in this price-class and form factor.

OVERVIEW
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BASS, IMPACT AND DEFINITION
From the genuine Piano-Lacquer finished cabinet, created with details 
of true craftsmanship, through to the AMT (Air Motion Transformer) 
high frequency transducers and European manufactured bass drivers, 
ELYSIAN represents a new standard in the world of home audio 
experiences.

The resultant sound, from the finely balanced driver selection and 
expert crossover design, matches the pristine design with a degree of 
natural transparency that will leave you breathless.

AMT
The AMT (Air Motion Transformer) high frequency transducer excels 
above any rival model, within this class. The point-source replicating, 
high volume air movement results in lower distortion and higher 
accuracy in HF reproduction.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Each ELYSIAN cabinet is precision engineered with fine detail. It takes 
days to achieve the perfect curves that accentuate acoustic 
performance, as much as aesthetic beauty. 

HAND FINISHED
Ultimately hand-finished with a genuine Piano-Lacquer. No other 
speaker in this class offers such a high-quality and luxurious finish.

VALUE
Luxury audio redefined, no other speaker brand offers such substance 
and performance at this price-point. ELYSIAN is unmatched and 
unrivalled in every way. 

WHY? 

Because your ears deserve it!


